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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

  

ASTROSCALE Secures Series D Round of Funding to Clean Low 

Earth Orbit, Bringing Total Capital Raised to US $102 Million 

 
International space debris removal firm looks to expand R&D to meet rising global demand 

 
October 31, 2018 - Astroscale Pte. Ltd (“Astroscale”), the market-leader in developing a space debris 

removal service to secure long-term spaceflight safety, obtained additional funding of US $50 million 

from a group of investors led by INCJ Ltd. (INCJ), and including funds operated by SBI Investment 

Co., Ltd.(SBII) and Mitsubishi Estate Co., Ltd.(Mitsubishi Estate) among others.  This is the fourth 

round of funding raised by the ground-breaking company based in Singapore and it brings the total 

amount of capital investment to US $102 million. 

 

Founded in 2013 by a single individual, Astroscale has grown into an organization of nearly 60 people 

spread across four countries, with most of the team located at an R&D and manufacturing office in 

Tokyo, which has existed since 2015.  As launch and satellite development costs decrease and space 

becomes more accessible the risks associated with space debris increase dramatically. Governments 

and industry around the world are becoming more aware of this concern and are beginning to demand 

solutions. Astroscale has responded to this call by boosting productivity in its development and design 

work in Japan, upgrading and expanding ground control center operations as well as engineering, 

procurement and business development capabilities in the UK, and making plans for the establishment 

of an entity in the US in 2019.  The capital raised in this round will allow Astroscale to successfully 

achieve these exciting goals. 

 

Approximately 750,000 pieces of space debris over one centimeter in diameter are orbiting the Earth, 

threatening the safety of active spacecraft. Given this active risk of space debris currently in orbit, 

coupled with the anticipated increase in debris objects that are likely to be created in the near future, 

governments are continually re-examining their approach to space situational awareness and space 

traffic management. Private industry and governments are improving capabilities in orbital debris 

monitoring and discussing norms and standards for debris removal missions.  

 

“The recognition of how to address the threat of space debris has changed drastically in the five years 

since Astroscale was founded,” Nobu Okada, Founder and CEO said. “Government officials and the 

private sector are now ready to support debris removal as a business. This latest round of funding 

represents a strong vote of confidence in Astroscale’s mission and will allow us to accelerate our 

position as the global market-leader in the field of debris removal.”  

 

Astroscale is currently working on its first debris capture demonstration mission, End of Life Services 

by Astroscale – demonstration (ELSA-d), which is scheduled to launch in early 2020. ELSA-d will 

consist of two spacecrafts, a Chaser and a Target, stacked together.  The Chaser will repeatedly 

release and capture the Target in a series of demonstrations that will prove the technology necessary 

for debris removal, including rendezvous & docking and proximity operations.  In the lead-up to this 

unique mission, Astroscale aims to reinforce its development structure, provide customer-oriented 

services and build an optimal supply chain. 

 

In addition to developing the technology necessary for debris removal, Astroscale is an active 

participant in the formulation of global best practices and standards that will facilitate future in-orbit 

servicing activities.  By addressing both technical and policy aspects, Astroscale is leading the 

creation of the business case for orbital debris removal. 
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Mikihide Katsumata, President and COO of INCJ, remarked, "INCJ acknowledges the significant role 

that Astroscale plays as driver of technology development and a catalyst to domestic and international 

governments, space agencies, and private companies to address the issue of space debris. INCJ 

continues to support Astroscale and we hope they will find a solution to the threat of space debris, 

which is a potential bottleneck to the development of a vibrant space industry." 

 

“After evaluating Astroscale’s innovative technology and ability to solve a variety of business 

challenges, SGI Group proudly joins as a shareholder,” said Katsuya Kawashima, Director and 

President of SBII.  “SBI Group has invested in a number of growing start-ups and we now hope to 

contribute to Astroscale’s business success as it pursues a mission to shape the space industry.” 

 

"Mitsubishi Estate is happy to announce its support of Astroscale as it tries to solve the issue of space 

debris," said Tetsuji Arimori, Representative Corporate Executive Officer, Executive Vice President 

of Mitsubishi Estate. "As the discussion of regulatory frameworks about space development and 

utilization are increasing at an unprecedented rate, we see the potential for global collaboration. Space 

debris is an international issue that could prevent utilization of space and negatively impact the 

development of space-related industries." 

 
 

List of joining investors(alphabetical order) 

• aSTART Co.,Ltd. 

• INCJ Ltd. 

• JAFCO Co., Ltd.  

• JAFCO SV4 Investment Limited Partnership 
• KOEI TECMO CAPITAL CO., LTD. 

• Mizuho Growth Fund No.3 Limited Partnership 

• Mitsubishi Estate Co., Ltd. 

• SBI AI&Blockchain Fund 

• SMBC Venture Capital NO.4 Investment Limited Partnership 

 

 

About ELSA-d 

Astroscale has contracted with Glavkosmos/GK Launch Services to launch its pioneering ELSA-d 

(End of Life Services by Astroscale -demonstration) mission in early 2020. The ELSA-d mission, 

comprised of a Chaser satellite and a Target satellite, will demonstrate key technologies necessary for 

orbital debris removal such as rendezvous & docking and proximity operations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Left: Target satellite (〜20kg) 

Right: Chaser satellite (〜160kg) 
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About Astroscale 

Astroscale Pte. Ltd. is the first private company with a mission to secure long-term spaceflight safety 

and orbital sustainability for the benefit of future generations. Founded in 2013, Astroscale is 

developing innovative and scalable solutions for satellite end-of-life and active debris removal 

services to mitigate the growing and hazardous buildup of debris in space. With its headquarters in 

Singapore, a Research and Development facility in Tokyo and an Operations Centre in Harwell (UK), 

as well as a representative in Washington DC, US, Astroscale is a rapidly expanding venture 

company, preparing to solve a growing environmental concern. 

 

Astroscale is currently developing its second mission, ELSA-d, a technology demonstration for end-

of-life services and pursuing complementary missions with potential customers. 

 

For more about ASTROSCALE, visit us at http://astroscale.com/ 

 

 

For media inquiries, please contact: 

PR/Communication department 

Email: media@astroscale.com 

Tel: +81-3-6658-8175(Japan) | +44-1235-395359(UK) 
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